What students are saying about Capital’s Professional Counseling Program...

—JOSE, current student
“LBC’s integration of scripture with counseling is much deeper than just applying verses to people’s lives. We aren’t just emphasizing scripture in a superficial way. We are taking the truths Christ talked about, like healing, and letting it go down to the very depth of the person’s soul.”

—DANIELLE, 2015 MAPC grad
“The flexibility of the having classes every other weekend and not through the week is helpful to work fulltime and still be in school. Having classes with online activities meant that I didn’t need to come to campus as much.”

—KYLE, current student
“The professors invest in you as a grad student. They make the time to help you understand concepts and other course content. They really care about me as a person.”

Contact Capital admissions at graduate@lbc.edu or 866.522.4268 to talk further about the MAPC degree.